
Kindergarten: 

First Grade: 

The kindergarten classrooms had a dreamy January with our Sweet Dreams theme. The 
children listened to many stories related to this theme. To go along with the winter weather, we 
have had the children decorate their own snowman for the hallway. We read many stories 
about snow and snowmen.   

In Social Studies, we listened to the story “Martin’s Big Words” and came up with our own dreams. In 
math, we began learning about time to the nearest hour. We are looking forward to kindergarten math 
night in February. We learned about animal coverings and Hibernation in Science. Our little scientists 
explored different types of animal coverings and guessed which animal it may have come from. In 
preparation for our trip to the Eastern University planetarium, we learned about the sun, moon, and 
constellations.   

Happy New Year! First grade started off 2018 by making New Year resolutions. A new 
year is a great time to establish better habits in school and at home. First grade has been 
fully experiencing the season of winter as we learn about snowmen, snow, and winter 
animals. Please keep in mind that when the temperatures allow, we head outside for some 
fresh air and exercise. Your child must have a hat, gloves, waterproof snow pants, and boots 
to play in the snow at lunch recess. They also must have a change of shoes for the 
classroom.  

In January, the first grade studied magnets in Science. The children explored with magnets and discovered 
amazing magnetic facts.   
First graders love birthdays! In January, we celebrated the birthday of Martin Luther King, Jr. by reading 
books and writing our own dreams for our world. First graders may be little but their dreams are big!   
In Social Studies, we continued our study of Japan as the children deepen their understanding of this 
island country. The children are having a great time on this “journey” and are looking forward to coming 
home and telling you all about their travels!  
At the end of the month, first grade began an author study of Jan Brett. We started the unit with a study of 
Jan Brett’s life and the inspirations for her books and illustrations. To continue our study, the children will 
listen to or read many of her books. After we read each book, we will discuss the story elements and 
compare them to other Jan Brett books. Be sure to ask your child about his/her favorite Jan Brett 
book. Next time you are at the library, see if you can find a book we didn’t read in class.  

We are looking forward to a great 2018 with our first graders!   
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Second grade has been busy this month. We have been studying our unit on China and will have our 
much anticipated Chinese Round Robin event on Tuesday, January 30th.  During this PTO-sponsored 
day of learning, students will rotate to six different stations and experience lessons on culture, traditions, 
art, food, and more… This fun learning experience is always a great memory for students to take with 
them from second grade.  

Second grade has also been busy working on writing as we create publishing center books that will be shared at the 
end of the year. We have also been practicing reading comprehension skills in whole group and small group that 
include monitoring for understanding as we read and creating stronger text connections to stories.   

In science this month, we finished our unit on states of matter. Students got to create chemical and physical change 
with solids and liquids and gases. The students loved this hands-on unit that really brought science to life through 
experiments and data collecting.  

Lastly, second grade loved participating in the Mini-thon this month. This school-wide event taught about empathy 
and social responsibility as students danced to help raise money for cancer research. A special thanks to Mrs. 
Swetkowski, Mr. Johnson, and Mrs. Wills for their organization and hard work to make this such a fun event for all! 

Third Grade: 

Second Grade: 
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The third grade was excited to get back from break and continue our learning adventure together!  With the snow 
days, 2-hour delays, and early dismissal, it has been a crazy start to the new year. 

We kicked off the month participating in Spirit Weeks and Mini-Thon. The third graders had a blast dancing to raise 
money for Four Diamonds to support kids with cancer. Students followed up this fun event by writing encouraging 
letters to Penn State students who are participating in THON weekend.   

Third graders had a special assembly on January 11th with Betsy Ross to learn about our nation's 
flag.  The students learned many interesting facts about Betsy’s life and the history of our flag! We have 
also been busy continuing our Social Studies unit on Native Americans, focusing on the Lenni Lenape as 
well as our science unit, Land and Water. This science unit will end soon and we will move onto chemical 
tests!  

The third grade also wrapped up our reading theme which focused around forces of nature. We read many pieces of 
fiction and non-fiction pieces about weather and the impact it has on our lives. Students also practiced determining 
which information was important to the main idea and which was interesting but unimportant. A focus is not only 
being placed on citing text evidence in our responses but also providing an analysis of what the text means in our 
own words. We are proud of the effort our students put in each day during their whole group reading lessons and 
also their small group meetings! 

In writing, we have begun our unit on imaginative narratives which students are eager to try. This will be an 
opportunity for them to let their imagination soar and use some ideas from a variety of mentor texts that we will read 
together. After this unit, we will spend time on writing informative pieces and also writing opinion pieces.     

The third grade also spent time learning about Martin Luther King Jr. this month. We watched a BrainPOP video, 
did a close reading, and other activities as well as completed a timeline of his life. The children learned that Martin 
Luther King Jr. protested for equal rights peacefully with his words, marches, and sit-ins.    

The third grade is enthusiastic about the learning experiences ahead in February!   
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The schoolwide Mini-Thon was a great way to come back from winter break for the 4th graders! They 
enjoyed showing off their dance moves and writing letters to encourage the Penn State students that will 
participate in THON next month. We are so proud of the money that was raised to help fight childhood 
cancer.  
In the science lab, the fourth graders are beginning to wire their houses for the culminating electric 
circuits’ activity. Soon, we will have beautiful homes with working lights in each room. In social studies, 
we are learning all about the Revolutionary War and the important battles that took place as part of this 
war. When Kit’s Interactive Theater visited this month, the kids enjoyed participating and learning even 
more about this time period in history. What a perfect way to enhance what we are learning in the 
classroom!  

In language arts, the students are getting practice with the creating images reading 
strategy. They use their senses to imagine what the author is saying in the text. We are 
practicing these strategies in both whole group and small group reading. The students are 
also working hard on the opinion pieces that they have been writing. They are supporting 
their opinions with strong evidence and reasons to convince their reader. The fourth 
graders are also getting set to present their cereal box book reports soon. They chose a 
fictional book to read over winter break and have developed a cereal based on that book. 
Then, the students will create commercials to advertise their cereal in a fun and creative 
way. The teachers are looking forward to seeing what the students have come up with!  
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Art 
In kindergarten, children created a simple shapes cityscape. We looked at the colorful shaped painting of 
Paul Klee for inspiration. Our young artists used a ruler and shape stencils to plan out their cityscape 
before painting with watercolor.    
Our first graders created koi fish and cherry blossom paintings in art. They had learned about the art of 
Claude Monet and how inspired he was by Japanese wood block prints. This unit about Japanese art 
integrates with their social studies unit about Japan in their core classrooms. 
Our second graders created story plates inspired by the art of ancient Chinese pottery. 
They also looked at a more recent copy of Chinese porcelain, The Story of the Willow 
Pattern. Our students illustrated their own plates with popular children’s stories and 
nursery rhymes. They discovered how to incorporate segments of their story using a 
tondo or circular format with only pictures. As a nod to the original porcelain creators our 
students used only the color blue, learning what monochromatic means too! 
Our third grade artists learned how to use linear perspective to draw geometric solids. Taking this new 3-d 
way to draw, they created one-point perspective indoor aquarium paintings.  
Our fourth graders created slab constructed vessels, some did vases , some created bird houses. They 
reinforced their understanding of slip and score (scratch and attach), greenware, bisqueware, and glazing 
techniques. 
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